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Abstract
This paper, considers Network
N
Faillure Manufaacturing Systtem (NFPMS) and prod
duction contrrol policy off
multi-machinnes, multi-prroducts with perishable items. The prroduction co
ontrol policy is based onn
unreliable m
the Hedgingg Point Policcy (HPP). The
T importannt point in thhe simulationn of this sysstem is assum
med that thee
customers w
who receive perishable item
i
are plaaced in priorrity queue off the custom
mers who aree faced withh
shortage. Thhe main goall of this papeer is determin
ning of optim
mal productio
on rates that minimizes average
a
totall
cost consistt of shortage, production, holding andd perishable costs. Becauuse of uncerttainly and coomplexity off
this system
m, simulation
n optimizatioon of this sy
ystem using ARENA sofftware has been
b
done. A numericall
example will show the efficiency
e
off the proposed
d approach.
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1. Introoduction
Productionn planning is a vital acttivity in anyy manufactuuring system
m, and naturrally impliees assigningg
the availabble resourcees to the reqquired operaations the prrocesses of production
n planning aare the mostt
complex (S
Saidi-Mehraabad et al., 2013). Thee goal of prroduction planning
p
is thus
t
to makke planningg
decisions optimizing the trade-ooff betweenn economicc objectivees such as cost minim
mization orr
maximizatiion of contrribution to profit and the less tanngible objecctive of cusstomer satissfaction. Too
achieve thiis goal, maanufacturingg planning systems aree becoming
g more and more sophhisticated inn
order to inncrease both
h the produuctivity andd the flexibiility of the production operations (Pochet &
Wolsey, 2006). Becaause of this complexityy, differentt types of event-orient
e
ted models have beenn
ped as sepaarate producction plannning problem
ms for facinng the unceertainties off
independenntly develop
the considdered sub-cclasses of manufacturi
m
ing system
ms (Kenne et al., 20007) that Faailure-Pronee
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Manufacturing Systems (FPMS) are among them. In the real world, analysis of these type of
systems are so complex that we can solve their problems only by simulation. In all of the former
multi-machine FPMS, only machines in series or in parallel are considered (sajadi, 2011). Older and
Souri (1980) have been formulated of Failure-prone manufacturing systems as a stochastic optimal
control problem and then Kimemia (1982) and Kimemia & Greshwen (1983) expanded it. In FPMS
production is strictly forward-flowing and discrete. the optimal control policy of FPMS has a
special structure called the hedging point policy (HPP) (Rishel,1975). In such a policy, an optimal
inventory level is maintained when excess production capacity is available in order to hedge against
future capacity shortage caused by machine failures. If the current inventory level exceeds the
optimal inventory level, the machine should not produce at all; if it is less, it should produce at the
maximum rate. If the inventory level is exactly equal to the optimal level, the machine should
produce just enough to meet demand (sajadi, 2011). The structure of the optimal inventory policy
can be approximated by the HPP (Kenne & Gharbi, 1999) and (Gharbi & Kenne, 2000). The
production/inventory control policy, which is based on the hedging point policy, consists in
building and maintaining a safety stock of finished products in order to respond to demand and to
avoid shortages during maintenance actions (Gharbi et al., 2011). The optimal flow control for a
one-machine, two-product manufacturing system subject to random failures and repairs can be
found in Kenne and Gharbi (2004). They first showed that the hedging point policy is optimal for
constant demand rates and exponential failure and repair time distributions of the machine. Next,
they extended the hedging point policy to non-exponential failure and repair time distributions
models. The structure of the hedging point policy is parameterized by two factors representing the
thresholds of involved products. With such a policy, simulation experiments are coupled with
experimental design and response surface methodology to estimate the optimal control policy.
Results showed that the hedging point policy is also applicable to a wide variety of complex
problems where analytical solutions may not be easily obtained. Chen et al. (2007) presented a twolevel hedging point policy for controlling a manufacturing system with time-delay, demand
uncertainty and extra capacity. The mathematical model for its production control problem is
established, with the objective of minimizing the mean costs for Work-In-Process (WIP) inventory
and occupation of extra production capacity. To solve the problem, a two level HPP was proposed.
By analyzing the probability distribution of system states, optimal values of the two hedging levels
were obtained. Finally, numerical experiments were done to verify the effectiveness of the control
policy and the optimality of the hedging levels. The Gharbi”s article (Gharbi et al., 2011)
considered a joint preventive maintenance (PM) and production/inventory control policy of an
unreliable single machine, mono-product manufacturing cell with stochastic non-negligible
corrective and preventive delays. The main objective of this paper is to determine the joint optimal
policy that minimizes the overall cost, which is composed of corrective and preventive maintenance
costs as well as inventory holding and backlog costs. The main objective of this paper is to
determine the joint optimal policy that minimizes the overall cost, which is composed of corrective
and preventive maintenance costs as well as inventory holding and backlog costs. Dye and Lee
(2012) presented an inventory model for deteriorating items under stock-dependent demand and
controllable deterioration rate. The objective is to find the optimal replenishment and preservation
technology investment strategies while maximizing the total profit per unit time.
In this paper, we study a multi-machines, multi products system with relationship constraints
between them. Each intermediate machine produces one kind of product. Final machine produces
the final commodity to meet the constant demand rate facing the system. The stochastic nature of
the system is due to machines that are subject to random breakdowns and repairs. Time between
failures (TBF) and time to repairs (TTR) are assumed to be exponentially distributed with different
parameters. When a machine is operational, its demand is met from the safety stock of the
intermediate buffers that precede it. Demand for the final commodity is met from the final buffer or
backlogged. However, when the backlog amount exceeds a given amount, demand is lost.
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Intermediaate WIP cannnot be backklogged, annd when deemand for an
a intermediiate product cannot bee
met, the m
machine thatt requires this
t
productt is starvedd (Sajadi, 20
011). It is assumed
a
thhat the finall
product is allowed to be
b time-deppendent deccay. Also, when-ever
w
a machine is breaking doown duringg
med to resstore the machine
m
to its initiall
productionn; maintenaance operattions will be perform
operationall mode afteer repair. It is supposeed that prodduction run isn’t aborteed when a breakdownn
occurs.
In this papper, Networrk Failure Prone
P
Manuufacturing Systems
S
(N
NFPMS) witth perishablle items aree
analyzed bby simulatioon, and thenn design of experimentt with Tagu
uchi test is done. Finallly, the bestt
scenario is chosen for determine of optimum
m value of prroduction raate.

2. Notaations and
d Problem
m Statemeent
As showedd in figure 1,
1 the netwoork systemss consist of n machiness that in eacch stage of production,
p
,
is producedd one kind of product.. The first stage
s
of com
mmodity is used in seccond and thiird stage off
commodityy productioon, and so continues until
u
produuce of finall product. There
T
is a warehousee
between toow machinnes. In this system, deemand ratee is constannt and known. In final stage off
productionn, both back
klog and lostt sales is alllowed and the
t final prooduct has exxpire date annd if it isn’tt
used until eexpiration date,
d
is conssidered of perishable
p
item.

Figure 1:
1 Network faailure prone manufacturin
m
ng system

Through thhis paper, we
w use the foollowing no
otations and abbreviatio
ons:
NFPMS: N
Network Faiilure Prone Manufactur
M
ring System
m
TBF: Timee Between Failures
F
TTR: Timee to repair
HPP: Hedgging Point Policy
P
Mi: Machinne i
: Bufferr belong to machine
m
i
n: Numberr of machinnes or produucts
d: Constannt demand rate
r for finaal commoditty
ℎ : Inventoory holding cost per unnit of time foor product i, (i=1,…, n))
: Shortagge cost per unit
u of unm
met demand for production i, (i = n)
n
: Perishaable cost peer unit of tim
me for perish
hable produuction i, (i = n)
( ): Prodduction ratee of machinee i, (i=1,…, n)
( ): Conttrol policy vector
v
( ) : Invventory leveel/backlog for
fo buffer i at
a time t
: Inventoory threshold level parrameter of buffer
b
i
K: Threshoold of lost sales for finaal commodiity
( ) : expeected long run
r averagee cost (Invenntory/Backllog) function
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: Number of items of product i that is consumed by machine j to produce one unit of product j, (i < j)
λ : Transition rate of machine i from state α to β
( ) : Number of perishable production i, (i = n)
( ) : Stochastic Markov process of the machine i at time t
At the time of being active, products are produced with Ui(t) rate. After each production part, there
is a warehouse that extra inventory can be stored in it; it causes that at the time-to failure during a
production run, production of product isn’t stopped. When machine Mi starts to produce, the
products of stage Mi-1 is used with Ui rate at the time interval ti = Xi / Ui. At the time of τi, machine
Mi produces product i, so immediately accessible inventory levels will be added for using in the
stage (i + 1) (Fatemi-Ghomi, 2009) with L (i+1) (i) number of products produced by machine i.
Each machine has a maximum production rate uimax with
( )>∑

≠

(1)

( )>

(2)

2.1. Equations related to state of machine
Let ( ) be inventory level of product i and let variable ( ) as state of machine i at time t, then
( )=

0
1

ℎ
ℎ

(3)

Also if
be the transition rate of machine i frome state α to β that is assumed constant and
= {0,1} then
= −∑

≥0,
lim
(5)

→

( ( +

(

)

,

≠

(4)

=0

)= | ( )= )=

+ ( )
1+

≠

+ ( )

(6)

=

As the inventory level reaches a maximum limit of Z* at (tiτ + i), production stops. This optimum
level could be considered as a decision variable of failure prone manufacturing systems instead of
production rate. In the other words, decision variable of failure prone manufacturing systems is
determined according to this optimal level. When breakdown occurs (after this time), product is
used with d rate, so inventory level is decreased. It may also inventory level of final machine be
finished, in this case shortage (backlog and lost sales) occurs.
2.2. Equations related to inventory level
Let x0i as initial inventory level then equation related to inventory level of final product according
to perishable items can be described as:
( )=
( )=

( )−∑

( )

( )−

( ) − ( )

( ) =

0

(0) =

1≤ <

( ):

(0) =

( )≥−
ℎ

(7)
(8)
(9)

The constraints of inventory levels of intermediate machines and final machine is represented as:
−
0≤

≤

( )≤
( )≤

≠

(10)

Ensuring that the production rate does not exceed a given value
operational, is described by the following equation:

when the machine i is
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( )=

( )=0
( )=1

0
0,

(11)

2.3. Equations related to feasible control policy
If we describe ( ) as control policy vector of ( ), then the set of feasible control policy of
process ( ) is represented as:
( )={ ( )

0≤

( )≤

1≤ ≤

}

(12)

Another objective function of FPMS with perishable items is given as following equation:
( , , , ) = {lim

1

→

0

ℎ

( )+

( )

( )+

And

+(
−(

)=
)=

|X(0) = X0 ,

ζ(0) = 1} (13)

( ( ), 0)
(− ( ), 0)

So we define optimum value of objective function as ( , )
( , )=

min
∈ ( )

( , , , )

(14)

3. Control Policy
Because of complexity of these systems, hedging point policy is utilized as control policy. In this
paper, the control policy that is presented in Xie”s article (Xie, 1989) to a network of FPMS with
multiple non-identical machines and connections between them is generalized.
0

( )=
−

( )

( )> ∗
( )+
<
otherwise

0
( )=
−( ( )− )

∗

( )− > ∗
( )+
− <
otherwise

(15)

∗

(16)

Production rate of each machine is related to ∗ that is as optimal inventory threshold level of each
machine, so ∗ is defined as decision variable (Sajadi, 2011).

4. Research framework
4.1. A simulation model in Network FPMS
Simulation model in Network Failure Prone Manufacture Systems is used to learn optimum
production level of each machine, and to obtain data to plug into ARENA14.0 in order to simulate
production and satisfy demand systems in 10 replications that each replication takes over 960
minutes. We consider a NFPMS system with four machines. In this part of paper, Figure 2
illustrates the simulation modeling of production of final machine. Parts are generated on a constant
inter-arrival rate of 1/mpri hours. Then the variables are defined such as: production machine rates,
holding and shortage inventory costs, production coefficient, demand rate, etc., to their initial
values.
After that the state of machine and inventory level of previous production are checked by first
Decide Module decides whether machine 4 is busy, idle or not. By the next three Decide Modules,
we check number of parts of previous products that is consumed by machine 4 to produce one unit
of product4..
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Then contrrol policy is
i defined by
b Decide Module
M
thaat is defined
d in Sectionn 3. After production,
p
,
product is stocked in warehousee, if the product isn”t use
u until it””s expire daate, it is considered ass
g of previouus machiness
perishable item and it is unusablee, otherwisee it is usablee. Simulatioon modeling
is the samee as simulattion of finaal machine. But in prevvious machiine shortagee and perishhable itemss
aren”t allow
wed. Produucing of finaal product looop is relateed to Demaand and shortage loop. As showedd
in Figure 33, customerrs inter the system witth 1/dn rate, then a sig
gnal is sent to Produciing of finall
product looop, and the customers have to waait for produuct. It may the custom
mers receivee perishablee
items, so iis defined a share queuue that the customers who receiv
ve perishable item (redd shape) aree
placed in ppriority queuue of the cuustomers whho are facedd with shortaage (green shape).
s

Figu
ure 2: Simulattion modelingg of final macchine

Figure 3:: Simulation modeling of Demand
D
and Shortage

The customer
c
thhat receive perishable
p
ittems
Back
klog shortagge
4.2. Num
merical exam
mple
For numerrical examplle in the sim
mulation modeling of this
t system
m, we definee variables (production
(
n
machine raates, holding
g and shorttage invento
ory cost, production co
oefficient, demand
d
ratee, etc.) withh
initial valuues.
Productionn rate of eacch machine is defined as Mpr1=511, Mpr2=19, Mpr3=9, Mpr
M 4=8 thatt parts interr
to system. Although, production coefficient is as
= 1,
= 2,
= 2,
= 1,
= 2,
= 1..
mand4 = 6
Demand off final machhine is: Dem
The factorss are illustrated with Zi
Z that is Z1 = 100, Z2 = 65, Z3 = 12, Z4 = 7.. The controol policy off
intermediaate machinee and final machine iss defined as
a eq.(15) and
a eq.(16)). Althoughh, xi that iss
defined as inventory level at timee t is valued
d as followedd: x1 = 100
0, x2 = 65, x3 = 12, x4 = 0.
p
is 2.5
2 hours, so
s if producct isn’t used until 2.5 hours, thatt product iss
Expire datte of final product
unusable aand it’s periishable prodduct. Unit holding
h
costt of each prroduct is vaalued as h = 1, h =
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3, h = 6, h = 10 curency. Unit perishable cost for final product is 27 currencies. And unit
backlog cost is 30 currencies.
Finally, running of simulation of this system, average total cost by eq.(13) is calculated.
4.3. Taguchi technique
Taguchi optimization is an experimental optimization technique that uses the standard orthogonal
arrays for forming the matrix of experiments. By using this matrix it will help us to get maximum
information from minimum number of experiments and also the best level of each parameter can be
found. In data analysis, signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios are used to calculate the response (Murugesan et
al., 2014). There are three types of performance characteristics used for analyzing S/N lower the
better, higher the better and nominal the better. The goal of this study is to minimize Average total
cost. Therefore the lower-the-better is used as shown in Eq. (17):
=

= −10 log

∑

(17)
th

Where yi is the observed data at the i experiment and n is the number of observations of the
experiment (Mandal et al., 2011).
4.4. Taguchi – design of experiments
For the computational purpose, four factors at three levels are considered for the Taguchi method
that shown in table 1. In this case, the neighborhood radius threshold level (Zi ± 1) is considered. So
the decision variables are significant in the distance. In this study, with a sensitivity analysis on the
radius of the neighborhood, the search area is considered to be mentioned.
Table 1: Inventory threshold level parameters and their levels

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Z1
99
100
101

Z2
64
65
66

Z3
11
12
13

Z4
6
7
8

In this analysis, number of factors is 4 and number of levels is 3. The standard orthogonal arrays
available are L9 and L27. According to the Taguchi design concept, L9 orthogonal array is chosen
for our computations and the structure of the array is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Experimental layout using an L9 orthogonal array

Experiment number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Inventory threshold level parameters
Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
3
3
3
2
1
2
3
2
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
3
2
3
2
1
3
3
3
2
1

Each computational trial is performed as per standard L9 array table. The optimization of the
observed values is determined by using the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios. Table 3 shows
experimental result for Inventory threshold and S/N ratio.
Table 3: Experimental results for Inventory threshold and S/N ratio

Experiment
number

Inventory threshold level Average
parameters
total cost
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Z1
99
99
99
1000
1000
1000
101
101
101

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Z2
64
65
66
64
65
66
64
65
66

Z3
11
12
13
12
13
11
13
11
12

Z4
6
7
8
8
6
7
7
8
6

612.87
620.09
625.24
618.47
625.66
617.07
624.03
617.37
622.56

-55.74474
-55.84491
-55.92209
-55.82264
-55.92268
-55.80067
-55.90041
-55.81109
-55.88836

In the Tagguchi methood, all the S/N
S ratio vaalues are caalculated baased on the concept off higher thee
better. Thiss figure (Figgure 4) show
ws that sloppe of factor Z3 is highest, so it has the greatesst impact onn
reducing coosts that thiis figure is given
g
from Minitab sofftware.

F
Figure
4. Maiin effects plott for S/N ratioos

From the rate of S/N
N in Tablee3, the besst composittion factorss for the average
a
totaal cost aree
determinedd by the higghest levels. So, the besst configuraation for it is: be Z11 (Z
Z1 at level 1), Z21 (Z22
at level 1)), Z31 (Z3 at level 1), Z41 (Z4 at level 1). According
g to the op
ptimal soluttion from a
numerical example obbtained and due to the equations (15)
(
and (16
6), control policy
p
(optiimal rate off
productionn) for machiines, are intrroduced as follows:
0
=1 (

)=

51
100 −

1

( )

0
=2 (

)=

19
65 −

( ) > 100
1 ( ) + 51 < 100
1

ottherwise

2 ( ) > 65
2 ( ) + 19 < 65

otherwise
( ) > 12
9
3 ( ) + 9 < 12
12 − 3 ( )
otheerwise
0
4( ) − 6 > 7
(
)+8−6<7
8
4
7 − ( 4 ( ) − 6)
otherwisse
2

( )

0

=3 (

)=

=4 (

)=
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5. Analysis of Variance
In this section, the effect of each factor on cost reduction is examined using analysis of variance.
The following formulae have been used to calculate the sum of squares (SS), variance and degree of
freedom (Sivasakthivel et al. 2014):
=

1
{(
2

) +(

)

2

) − . }

+(

(

( . )=

(18)
)

(19)

Where N is the total number of experiments (N = 9)
Degree of freedom = Level − 1
=

(20)
(21)

The results of analysis variance are shown in table.4.
Table 4: ANOVA for Inventory threshold

Factors
Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
Error
Total

Degree of
freedom
2
2
2
2
0
8

Sum of
squares
0.047
0.086
0.52
0.000

Variance
0.0235
0.043
0.26
0

%
Contribution
0.072
0.131
0.797
0

0.653

100

According to following table, Z3 factor has the greatest impact on reducing costs.

6. Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is a method for predicting changes in the output of the model, with changing of
inputs. In this study, a sensitivity analysis is done on the deterioration time and failure rate.
6.1. Sensitivity analysis on expire date
In this study, if the final product in final buffer isn”t used within a specified period, it is
deterioration items and unusable. Deterioration cost per unit of item is constant but deterioration
rate depend on time. To doing sensitivity analyzes on this parameter, expire date of final products is
increased and then decreased by one unit of time and results obtained as follow.
Table 5: Sensitivity analysis on expire date

Variation of
expire date
Decrease by one
unit
Main scenario
Increase by one
unit

Expire date per
unit of time
2

The average
total cost
634.5542

The average
holding cost
245.352

The average
shortage cost
89.2721

The average
deterioration cost
299.9301

3
4

612.87
577.3216

270.78
304.7568

78.0549
60.127

264.0351
212.4378

Table 5 shows effect of this time on the average cost of the system. Comparison of result with
optimal scenario, increasing of deterioration time causes to increase holding cost and decrease
shortages costs and number of deterioration items.
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6.2. Sensitivity analysis on failure rate
In this study, failure of machines follows exponential distribution. Also, it is assumed that the
failure of machines doesn’t depend on the records of maintenance and downtime. To evaluate the
effect of tis parameter on the average cost, as shown in Table 6, different values for the mean time
between two failures for each machine is tested.
Table 6: Sensitivity analysis on failure rate

Variation of failure
rate
50 % reduction
50 % increase

The average
total cost
539.0637

The average
holding cost
227.8354

The average
shortage cost
95.3758

The average
deterioration cost
215.8525

651.4297

298.671

53.6724

299.0863

Reduction time between failures, reduce the buffer inventory at and probability of deterioration.
Inventories meet the demand, so holding cost is decreased. Increasing number of failure of machine,
increase the probability of shortages, so shortage cost is increased too.

7. Taguchi method – analysis of the S/N ratio for Average total cost
The main objective of the Taguchi experiment is to optimize the factors. The four factors in this
paper are: Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4. Each factor has three levels that are given in Table 1. The layout of L9
Orthogonal Array (OA) is presented in Table 2. The values of levels of the above four factors for
calculating the Zi for all the 9 trial runs and the Zi values calculated using these data for average
total cost, so they are shown in table 3. Although, The S/N ratio values of average total cost are
calculated using the higher the better concept. The calculated signal-to-noise ratio values for
average total cost are given in Table 3 too. The average responses for S/N ratios for each level of
factors for average total cost are shown in plots in Fig. 4 respectively. From the S/N ratio Tables 3
and Fig. 4, the best set of combination factors for average total cost can be determined by selecting
the level with the highest value for each factor. Thus, the best combination of the operating factors
are found to be Z11 (Z1 at level 1), Z21 (Z2 at level 1), Z31 (Z3 at level 1), Z41 (Z4 at level 1).

8. Conclusions
In this paper, optimizing of production rate was done using simulation in a Network Failure Prone
Manufacturing System. Desired system was a multi-machines, multi products system that demand
for final product is assumed constant and known. Breakdown of machines was stochastic. In final
stage of production, backlog and lost sales shortages was allowed, also final product had expire
date. The important point in the simulation of this system is assumed that the customers who
receive perishable item are placed in priority queue of the customers who are faced with shortage.
The main purpose of this paper was minimizing of average total costs that included shortage,
production, holding and perishable costs based on production rate in the infinite planning horizon.
Because of uncertainly and complexity of these systems, we used simulation modeling with
ARENA. Then, Taguchi method is used for determining of threshold level of inventory and
consequently, optimal production rate is specified.
To determine of optimal production rate in NFPMS, we used HPP policy. HPP is an optimal control
policy in NFPMS. Because of uncertainly conditions and complexity of these systems, simulation
of system do to HPP to estimate of total cost was done. Then using Taghuchi design of experiment
in Minitab Software, best combination of production rate that is as decision variables, was
determined.
In this paper, 4 decision variables (factors) Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4 in 3 levels were considered and 9
various combinations of these were designed using Minitab Software that each combination is a
scenario. Then total cost in simulating model was estimated do to these combinations, and the best
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scenario in order to S/N ratio was in firs combination that total cost is minimized. Du to the values
of S / N of each factor, we can see that the third factor (Z3) has greatest impact on reducing costs.
Of course, the results of analysis of variance that were done to determine the importance of each
factor, illustrate this. Following the above, sensitivity analysis of two parameters on the failure rate
of machines and expire date of final products have been performed.
In future studies, we can assume that backlog and lost sales shortages is allowed in various stage of
production. Also demand can be considered stochastic. Repair costs can be calculated. We can use
meta-heuristic algorithms and Opt Quest in Arena Software to determine optimal production rate,
and compare the result.
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